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Hungary is one of the most active proponents of cooperation with China in Europe. Sino-Hungarian political relations are thriving and Hungary participates enthusiastically in activities related to the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), 17+1, and other Chinese initiatives. Hungary is regularly pictured in Western media as an advocate of Chinese interests and a Trojan Horse for China in the old continent. The Chinese influence in Hungary, however, is overestimated, and data shows that China plays a very limited role in Hungarian affairs. It is true that Prime Minister Viktor Orbán’s government frequently makes friendly gestures towards China, but this reflects the ambitions and calculations of the Hungarian side more than China’s efforts to build up influence. This article discusses the context, the motivations, and the aims of Hungary with regard to China and the BRI in order to assess the real impact of Chinese ties with the country.
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Introduction

Hungary was the first European Union (EU) member state to sign a ‘Memorandum of Understanding’ document, indicating its willingness to join the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), and it is one of the most active proponents of cooperation with China in Europe. Sino-Hungarian political relations are thriving, high-level visits are regular, and Hungary enthusiastically takes part in activities related to the BRI, 17+1, and other Chinese initiatives. Hungary is regularly portrayed in the Western European and American press as an advocate of Chinese interests in the old continent, and critics claim that by joining the BRI and other Chinese projects – as well as by not succumbing to the American pressure regarding the expulsion of Huawei and the loosening of political ties with Beijing – Hungary acts as a Trojan Horse for China within the EU. These policies are frequently interpreted as the results of China’s efforts to gain influence and strengthen its position in Europe in order to undermine the Western unity, promote its political values, and, in the long run, rewrite the rules of the international order. From this point of view, thriving Sino-Hungarian relations...
are important as yet another manifestation of China’s global ambitions; a force that is in the process of reshaping the world before our eyes. However, the issue raises several questions. Is Hungary’s pro-China turn a choice made by Hungary or by China? What makes Viktor Orbán’s government court China so intensely? How unique is Hungary’s case in the Central and Eastern European (CEE) region? How extensive is China’s influence in Hungary and how threatening is it to Europe? In this article, I will discuss the context, the motivations, and the aims behind Hungary’s partnership with China, as well as its participation in the BRI. I will subsequently assess the real impact of the Chinese influence in Hungary.

The China–CEE relations, including Sino-Hungarian ties, have been discussed in a number of scholarly reports and many newspaper articles in recent years. However, as regards the question of agency, it has been assumed unanimously that in these relations China was the active player, while Hungary (and other small CEE countries) were passive pawns in China’s European game. In this paper, I will probe this assumption and show why and how small countries such as Hungary can actively manipulate the Chinese presence to their own perceived advantage. The Chinese influence in all parts of the world is and will be a widely debated topic in the foreseeable future, and through the example of Hungary I would like to call attention to the undeniable necessity to take into account the actions and motivations of all relevant sides when discussing contemporary international relations.

Literature review

While literature on many aspects of the Chinese presence in the CEE region, including Hungary, has been proliferating recently, there are no scholarly analyses on Hungarian strategic calculations regarding China. Official sources are scarce as well; no official Hungarian China strategy has ever been published, and political speeches, interviews, and documents mention China only sporadically, apart from statements released at diplomatic occasions, and these repeat the same commonplaces about the bright present and even brighter future of the Sino-Hungarian relations. Thus, I draw on information scattered in Hungarian newspaper articles and political communiqués for most of this article, attempting to organise this data into a coherent narrative.

That said, the sections about the regional context and economic relations are based on scholarly literature and official data. Until the beginning of the 2010s, contemporary China–CEE relations had been so marginal that they were practically discussed only in collections of essays published to commemorate significant anniversaries of establishing diplomatic relations with China. Understandably, these volumes never touch upon any sensitive subject.1 In the past decade, China’s growing presence in Europe
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1 For a recent example, see Chen Xin and Márton Ugrósy, Hungary and China: 70 Years of Diplomatic Relations in the Changing World (Budapest: China–CEE Institute, 2019).
and the establishment of the 16+1 framework have both led to fears in Western European and in the EU’s institutions and elites about Chinese manoeuvring in Europe (especially in its Eastern part) causing serious threats to the European unity and values. These views are represented, for example, in the infamous report by the MERICS (Mercator Institute for China Studies) and the GPPi (Global Public Policy Institute) that pictures China’s efforts as a menacing “Authoritarian Advance”. Many scholars, especially those from CEE countries, responded by publishing studies analysing different aspects of China–CEE relations; these usually came to the conclusion that the Chinese influence in the region is highly overestimated. It is interesting to note, however, that in some cases there are discrepancies between the title and the content of the projects dealing with the subject; while the former suggests a dangerous situation, characterised by a malign Chinese intent, the latter does not actually confirm the existence of such threats. Also, Chinese and China-sponsored publications present Chinese initiatives as opportunities for the region and the whole EU, and try to downplay the risks that come with it.

The narrower topic of Sino-Hungarian relations is mostly covered by Hungarian scholars, such as Tamás Matura and Ágnes Szunomár. The former one studies topics such as China’s political influence, its representation in the media and political discourse, as well as its economic impact on Hungary, while the latter one specialises in China’s investment in the CEE region and focuses mostly on economic matters. In this paper, I build on their research heavily, but concentrate more on Hungary as a self-standing actor instead of being merely China’s target or tool.

**The European context**

China’s influence in Europe was increasing until the COVID-19 outbreak; most European countries still have very intense political and business relations with China. China is the second largest trading partner of the EU, and the EU is China’s number one partner. China has been investing in European firms heavily and the most important aim of the BRI is to increase connectivity between China and Western Europe. These developments have caused much controversy in Europe, mostly among long-standing EU’s members and the EU’s organisations. While China’s rise has provided Europe with
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4 See, e.g., the works of Ivana Karášková, Tamás Matura, Richard Q. Turcsányi, and Matej Šimalčík – all cited elsewhere in this paper.


6 See, e.g., Chen Xin and He Zhigao, eds., *16+1 cooperation and China–EU relations* (Budapest: China–CEE Institute, 2018).
great opportunities and contributed to the economic development of European countries, many actors have recently started to view China more as a threat. A 2019 report by the European Commission entitled *EU–China: A Strategic Outlook* describes China as “an economic competitor” and “a systemic rival” – this was the first time a EU document had used such language when referring to China.7 The new coronavirus pandemic fuelled rising anti-China sentiment in most parts of Europe, both in the populace and the elites, and a general criticism of everything of Chinese origin has become stronger.8 Furthermore, the United States has openly pressured its European allies to join its global coalition with the aim of containing China, thus contributing to the re-evaluation of ties with China in certain countries.

China’s growing influence in Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries has also become a target of criticism. Many in Western Europe and the United States fear that China is pursuing some kind of a “divide and rule” approach to the EU, aiming to weaken European institutions and norms by luring some of the EU’s newer members to its side.9 Hungary is frequently cited as an example of this trend, as the country, under the leadership of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán since 2010, has got into a series of conflicts and disagreements with other EU’s members and institutions on issues concerning China. Despite all the criticism and pressure, Budapest does not seem to be bothered by being labelled as a “Trojan Horse of the Chinese”, and the pandemic has further problematised Sino-Hungarian relations.

**The regional context**

Hungary conducts many of its dealings with China in the 17+1 cooperation framework. China initiated the 16+1 framework in 2012 in order to intensify cooperation between China and 16 CEE countries.10 Among the latter, 11 are EU members and
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5 are Balkan states outside the EU. In 2019, Greece joined the framework, making it 17+1. From China’s perspective, the establishment of the 16+1 cooperation came from the realisation that CEE countries are different from the ‘old’ EU states in the economic, cultural, and political sense; they share some common historical heritage, and it is much less bothersome to Chinese decision-makers to treat these countries as a unit than coping with them one by one.

Four factors need to be taken into account when observing the CEE countries participating in the 17+1 framework. First, the economic and business ties, as well as cultural, educational, scientific, tourist, and other relations between China and these states are all on a much lower level than those between China and most of the EU’s original members. Intensifying and expanding such relations between China and CEE countries does not mean that these will become more substantial than the Sino-German, Sino-French, or similar relations in the foreseeable future. It only means that the gap might narrow to some extent, or at least it is not likely to widen any further. The fact that criticism of these countries for wishing to do business with China is voiced by actors with much closer relations with China seems rather problematic. Second, CEE countries have oriented their foreign policy and economic relations almost exclusively to the West since the beginning of the 1990s. Most of them are one-sidedly dependent on trade and investments from Western economic powers, especially Germany. Increasing the level of relations with China is a way to diversify their foreign contacts, but it is not realistic to assume that China can ever take the place of the Western partners in the economies of CEE countries. The volume and intensity of the Chinese ties will always be dwarfed by the Western ties. Third, ideological factors play a minor role in the foreign relations of CEE countries and the public is less enthusiastic about the values of liberal democracy than in Western European states. As a result, having good political relations with countries with different political systems is less controversial in most CEE countries. However, the claim that the populist or illiberal turn in some CEE countries is a result of the Chinese influence is completely unfounded. No evidence has been presented so far to confirm that Beijing has any interest in the political systems of CEE countries. Fourth, Western European countries and companies, as well as the United States, all look at the CEE region as their natural sphere of influence, and the entering of other actors is looked upon with some hostility, leading to lobbying against it in many fields, including politics. This partially explains why the 17+1 framework has received a lot of criticism.

The BRI was announced somewhat later than the 16+1 cooperation, but the two initiatives have been linked, as CEE countries lie along the economic corridors of the BRI. On the one hand, most CEE countries are underdeveloped when compared to
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12 For official information on the 17+1 framework, see its homepage at http://www.china-ceec.org/eng/.
Western European economies; they lack natural resources and their level of productivity is relatively low. One of their problems is the infrastructure gap; their railway, highway, and other infrastructure systems are outdated and, in some cases, crumbling. On the other hand, the location of many CEE countries could make them important transit states. There is also a need for high-productivity jobs in practically all CEE economies. It is not surprising that when President Xi Jinping announced his vision about the Belt and Road Initiative, most CEE countries saw it as a great opportunity to develop their own infrastructure systems and economies, and they showed considerable enthusiasm towards the initiative. However, when it became clear that the BRI would not be a game-changer in the region in the foreseeable future, some CEE countries have silently backed off, while others still approach the initiative with great expectations.

There is, nonetheless, a difference between the needs of the EU and that of non-EU states in the CEE region. The EU’s members have access to cheap resources to modernise their own infrastructure, so they are not in desperate need of Chinese loans. What they need is green-field investments, high-quality jobs, and markets for their small- and medium-sized enterprises. However, those Balkan states which are not members of the EU do need financing and infrastructure projects offered by China. That is why not even one infrastructure project has been finished in the EU member states of the CEE region, while some have been carried out successfully in the Balkan states. Somewhat unwisely, China did not differentiate between CEE countries and offered the same type of packages to all of them, as it did to states along the BRI in Africa and Southeast Asia. The packages consist of loans given by Chinese policy banks to finance a public construction project, built mostly by Chinese companies and with Chinese technology and employees. The 11 EU countries in the CEE region do not really need these kinds of projects, which is why they have not accepted the Chinese offers so far, regardless of the above-mentioned infrastructure gap. (The only exception is the modernisation of the Belgrade–Budapest railway that will be discussed later in this article.) This is not to say that they have all given up on the BRI, but, rather, they see it as a possible opportunity not of the present but of the future, in case its content changes. Moreover, no breakthrough has been achieved in either investment or trade between China and the CEE region. Chinese investments play a marginal role in CEE countries’ economies, and while trade has been growing for some years, most of the exports of the region to China consist of products of multinational companies that outsourced their production facilities in CEE.

A recent development that casts a shadow on China–CEE relations and the participation of CEE countries in the BRI is the intensifying geopolitical rivalry between traditional Western powers, dominated by the USA, and China’s rising (economic and
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political) power. There is enormous American pressure on all European countries to scale back their relations with China, e.g. not to use the 5G mobile broadband equipment made by Chinese companies. In some cases, governments are forced to make choices, which is a situation that most of them have always wanted to avoid. This is true for CEE countries as well; close US’ allies, such as Poland, may be required to back out from certain fields of cooperation with China. The real weight and impact of the US’ pressure in the long run is yet to be seen, but it will certainly have a negative effect on the China–CEE relations.

Some characteristics of Sino-Hungarian relations

Hungary has been one of the most enthusiastic countries in the CEE region regarding the 17+1 framework and the BRI, and its level of commitment towards China does not seem to be decreasing despite recent global developments and regional disappointments. On every occasion when Chinese and Hungarian delegations meet or when a joint cultural or trade event is held, it is invariably emphasised that Sino-Hungarian relations have never been as good as in recent years, and that we live in a ‘golden age’ in this respect. Soon after forming his new government in 2010, Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán announced his ‘Eastern Opening’ policy, with China being its most important target. This coincided with the initiation of China’s 16+1 framework, which was followed by the BRI. Hungary saw in these undertakings an opportunity to corroborate its ‘Eastern Opening’, so it claimed that Hungary shared China’s vision about an integrated Eurasian continent and wanted to be an important actor in realising this goal. The Hungarian government made a strategic decision about supporting basically all Chinese initiatives and has become one of the most ardent proponents of the BRI in Europe, at least rhetorically. Since 2010, Hungary has even got into a series of conflicts and disagreements with other EU’s members and institutions on issues concerning China, signalling to China and the rest of the world that Budapest is willing to take risks in order to strengthen its cooperation with Beijing. Hungary was the first among the EU’s members to sign up to the BRI, and the country tries to portray itself as an indispensable part of the New Silk Road. This is rather unique for more than one reason. First, as a member of the EU, it has full access to the EU’s resources to rebuild its infrastructure, so the Chinese participation is not desperately needed. Second, there are no strong cultural or historical foundations for Sino-Hungarian relations, and the ‘special friendship’ of the Chinese and Hungarian people, often mentioned by politicians, does not exist. Third, Chinese trade or investment does not play an important role in the Hungarian economy, and no actual project has ever been finished in Hungary as part of the 17+1 or the BRI, so a decade of ‘Eastern Opening’ has turned out to be rather fruitless. Fourth, the strengthening of the Chinese ties can undermine Hungary’s existing partnerships with its traditional allies, and these do play a crucial role in Hungary’s economy and security. Fifth, Beijing does not seem to pay
special attention to Hungary and does not provide it with particular privileges that would motivate its leaders to stick to their pro-China policy. Sixth, obtaining a large number of loans from Chinese partners contradicts the government’s programme of decreasing the state debt. For all these reasons, the choices of the Hungarian leaders seem to be rather controversial.

In the remaining sections of this paper, I will provide an explanation of Budapest’s efforts to strengthen its Chinese ties despite the above-mentioned factors. However, before getting into the details of Hungary’s calculations, I would like to provide a brief description of the environment that shapes Hungary’s policy towards China and the BRI. Some of these factors are somewhat shared between other CEE countries, while others are unique to Hungary.

A cross-party agreement

There seems to be a tacit agreement among most of the political parties that the development of relations with China and taking part in the BRI is very important, and opposition parties – unlike the mainstream liberal media14 – almost never criticise the government’s China-related actions. Some exceptions occurred during the first phase of the coronavirus pandemic in 2020 when the acquisition of low-quality Chinese equipment, such as masks, was condemned by some of the MPs. These, however, were isolated cases. A detailed analysis of the Hungarian media showed that no opposition politician had had anything to say publicly about China between 2010 and 2017,15 and this has not changed significantly to date. The rise of China and the growth of Chinese influence have not triggered anxiety or fear in the country. On the contrary, the fact that China has not brought enough investment into the country and does not buy more Hungarian products is widely considered to be the main problem. Instead of too much China, too little China seems to be the problem.

Hungary is unique in Europe in that it has had a strong and stable government since 2010, dominated by Viktor Orbán’s ruling party. However, when another party comes to power one day, it probably will not change Hungary’s China policy. Actually, the overtures between Hungary and China did not begin in 2010, but, rather, under the previous government in 2003, and Mr. Orbán merely continued his predecessors’ work in this respect. A recent development on the Hungarian political scene is the appearance of a new party called ‘Momentum’, consisting of young pro-Western
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liberals whose rhetoric includes some anti-China elements. However, they are still quite far from having any influence on Hungarian foreign policy.16

The relative insignificance of the topic

While the rise of China is a hot topic in many countries all around the word, Hungarians show a significant degree of indifference towards it. Both the growth of the Chinese power and the issue of the Chinese influence in Hungary is covered more frequently in the foreign press than in Hungary itself. Public discussions rarely touch upon China-related topics and there have been no political or public debates about China. When China is dealt with, it is usually economic and business issues that dominate the agenda – such as the Belt and Road projects – and the coverage tends to be practice-oriented, while relevant values and principles are rarely mentioned.17 Recently, quite a few reports have appeared on Sino-American conflicts, but these are presented as the business of two remote great powers on the other side of the world that do not have much to do with Hungary. The COVID-19 outbreak, of course, was widely covered, but the topic was only slightly politicised, and China’s role in the pandemic was barely mentioned in the second half of 2020.

This indifference of Hungarians can be attributed to several factors. First, because of geographical distance, China has never played an important role in the history or culture of Hungary; it has never been either a close friend or an enemy, so no deep emotion is attached to it. Second, while Hungary clearly belongs to the West in a historical, cultural, political, military, and economic sense, Hungarians tend to see themselves as an ‘in-between’ people, having the potential to act as a bridge between the East and the West, so they look at the rise of China as an opportunity that might make their own role as a mediator more important. Third, China’s economic impact is still limited; apart from goods made in China that surround people in Hungary, Chinese companies or markets are not claimed to affect the lives of ordinary Hungarians, and Hungarians do not consider Huawei or other Chinese high-tech companies to be more of a threat for them than Google or Facebook is.

Disappointment in the West

The way many Hungarians see China is affected by some extent of disappointment in Western values, institutions, and countries. The fall of Communism brought not only freedom, but also a lot of hardships to the whole region. The 1990s and the early 2000s

16 Anna Donáth, “Tisztázzuk: Brüsszelből a pénz jött, Kinából a virus,” Mandiner.hu, April 1, 2020, https://mandiner.hu/cikk/20200401_tisztazzuk_brusszelbol_a_penz_jott_kinabol_a_virus. The author of the viral Facebook post quoted here is a member of the European Parliament delegated by the Momentum, and the title is “Lets make it clear: Form Brussels came the money, from China came the virus.” This sentence appeared in an advertisement created by the party as well.
were characterised by a blind belief that joining the Euro-Atlantic community would solve all the problems and raise Hungarians’ living standards. Hungary joined the NATO in 1999 and the EU in 2004, and it followed the Washington consensus without any reservation, adapting Western-style market economics and liberal democracy as fundamental systems in order to fully integrate into these communities. Dreams of catching up with the West, however, have not come true, and the 2008 global crisis brought another round of economic and political turmoil. The confidence in Western institutions was shaken and the disillusionment was corroborated by America’s failed attempts to export democracy to Afghanistan and Iraq, proving to many that liberal democracy is simply not suitable for certain countries and cultures. The 2008 crisis contributed to the worldwide acceptance of the Chinese system, as the latter proved to be stable, resilient, and efficient in the midst of the breakdown of the global system. The growing prestige of China was felt in Hungary as well, and the Chinese model, previously seen as inferior to the Western one, was increasingly assessed as a possible option for other nations. It was also felt by many that the West is on the decline and the East is rising, and, as a result, clever decision-makers should put more emphasis on the development of respective countries’ Eastern relations.

Regardless of whether one accepts these arguments or not, there is serious rationale for the expansion of Hungary’s non-Western links. In the process of the Euro-Atlantic integration, Hungary has become almost exclusively reliant and dependent on Western European and American partners. A diversification of relations is certainly necessary and getting closer to the second largest economy in the world can indeed serve the national interests. While building a political friendship with a Communist dictatorship can and should be debated, establishing business connections with China simply means following the example set by Western powers decades ago.

**Hungarian domestic politics and Viktor Orbán**

It can be said with great confidence that since 2010, Hungary’s China policy has been guided by one person, namely Prime Minister Viktor Orbán. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade functions merely as an implementer of the foreign policy previously formulated by Mr. Orbán. Government agencies work on justifying Mr. Orbán’s vision, not on shaping it, and no government official or politician tends to express any views on China independent of the Prime Minister. It is thus quite important to understand Mr. Orbán’s geopolitical vision and manoeuvring techniques.

One of the very few constant elements of Mr. Orbán’s ideology is the idea of a declining West and the need to defend Hungary from certain Western elements – Brussels-based bureaucrats, liberal ideologues, the IMF, George Soros, etc. – that strive to destroy the values upheld by Hungary, compromising its sovereignty. In its permanent struggle against these elements, Hungary needs like-minded friends, and China is considered to be such a friend. According to Mr. Orbán, the Western system
was built on “speculation”, but Hungary is developing a system built on “labour”, just as China did.\(^{18}\) Hungary refutes all external attempts to interfere in its affairs and stops liberals from undermining traditional social and national values, similarly to China. Moreover, according to Orbán, as the West is destroying itself, “shrewd Hungarians”, led by a “true leader”, should turn to the winners of the future, i.e. to China and other emerging economies.\(^{19}\) This paper does not deal with the question of whether Mr. Orbán is right or whether he actually believes in what he says. What is important from our point of view instead is that this theory provides some explanation of Hungary’s China policy.

China is also used in domestic politics as a source of legitimation and an element of political communication. Government media tend to overestimate Hungary’s importance to China and picture Mr. Orbán as a visionary statesman treated with great respect by Chinese leaders; in this narrative, Viktor Orbán elevated his country to the level of global politics and has a good understanding of great developments in the world. Mr. Orbán also uses China as a bargaining chip in his constant debates with Brussels, suggesting that if the EU does not let him have his way, he will turn to his Chinese friends for support and money.\(^{20}\)

**The BRI and Hungary’s strategic calculations**

While Chinese relations are used as tools in short-term schemes both in domestic and in EU politics, the Hungarian government does seem to have long-term strategic calculations regarding the BRI. The modernisation of the Belgrade–Budapest railway line can be considered as one such element. It must be noted, however, that no official Hungarian China strategy has ever been published, so the aims and calculations of the Hungarian leaders can only be inferred from isolated statements, remarks, and personal communication with people involved in the bilateral ties.

**Securing the involvement of great powers**

One fundamental element of the Hungarian government’s way of thinking is that the world is changing fast and the future is unpredictable, especially for small countries such as Hungary. The 2008 financial crisis that caused a serious debt crisis in Hungary taught the political leadership that too much dependence on – and trust in – anyone, in that particular case the West, is likely to pose a threat. The present government believes that in order to increase the country’s security, Budapest must


achieve a condition that prompts all great powers to have a stake in the stability and prosperity of Hungary, which also provides its government some room for manoeuvre. As a great power, China must have a stake as well. If it has some large-scale investment in Hungary, there will be a motivation for Beijing to help Hungary in case of another crisis. The COVID-19 outbreak, the initial paralysis of the EU, and the catastrophic treatment of the pandemic in the US have all proved that reliance on one partner may turn out to be insufficient in times of difficulty.

**Becoming a transportation hub**

Another calculation of Hungary is that it should use its location between the East and the West – and the North and the South – to its advantage in order to develop its economy and elevate its status. Hungary lacks natural resources, but its geographical position can make it an important transit country and logistic centre, a role that may attract investment in other areas as well. There are other countries vying for this role in the CEE region, but investments in infrastructure and good foreign relations can provide Hungary some advantage, or at least this is what Hungarian decision-makers believe. The BRI fits well in Hungary’s age-old ambition of becoming a transportation hub or a ‘gate’ of China to Europe, which explains Hungary’s rapid positive reaction to China’s vision. Just as in all other countries in the CEE region, the conditions of roads, railroads, airports, and other infrastructure in Hungary are far from perfect, and a lot of investment should be made for these nations to be able to catch up with the Western European standards in this regard. It is logical to invite Chinese companies – suffering from over-capacities and encouraged by the BRI programme – to get involved in infrastructure development.

Many projects of this kind were discussed in the past decade (e.g. enlarging an airport in the western part of Hungary so that it could serve as a cargo base for Chinese goods, building a railroad ring around Budapest as well as a high-speed railway line between the Budapest airport and the city centre). However, not one such project has been launched to date. The same is true for all the EU’s member states of the CEE region, apart from a failed Polish highway project. The reasons for this are not only strict EU’s regulations on public procurement and building standards, but also unrealistic expectations. In spite of many failures and broken promises, Hungarian leaders have not given up on having Chinese firms participate in narrowing the infrastructure gap.
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The Belgrade–Budapest railway

There is one important project, however, that will most certainly be completed, namely the modernisation of the railway line linking Serbia’s Belgrade and Hungary’s Budapest. The project has been delayed many times, and actual construction has not begun as of November 2020, but the winner of the construction tender has been announced and the first part of the loan is being drawn down. The modernisation of the Belgrade–Budapest railway is the only real BRI project in the CEE region involving a EU member, and its Hungarian section will also be the first Chinese infrastructure project inside the EU. As such, it can serve as a reference and precedent for Chinese and European actors on all sides in the future.

The idea of the project was conceived soon after the Greek port of Piraeus had been acquired and developed by the Chinese company Cosco. Most Chinese goods reach Europe by sea, and Piraeus is the closest European port for Chinese ships that cross the Suez Canal. If Chinese goods were transferred to trains in Piraeus, they could reach markets in many parts of Western Europe somewhat faster than by having them shipped to a Western or Northern European port. The Athens–Skopje–Belgrade–Budapest line can become an important part of the BRI, facilitating the transfer of goods and connectivity in both directions. The problem is that the railway system throughout the Balkans is ravaged and outdated, and full modernisation is needed. The Belgrade–Budapest line will be the first section of this larger project. On a side note, the line between Budapest and Vienna – a route through which Chinese goods can reach the lucrative Western European markets – is in a rather good shape.

The said Belgrade–Budapest line will be the most expensive railway project in the recent history of Hungary, and it is widely criticised both in Hungary and in the EU. 85% of the costs will be financed by Chinese lenders charging an interest rate of around 2–3%, and a large part of the work will be done by Chinese companies. On the one hand, the reasons why China is ready to take part in this project are clear. These include the following: the Chinese charging of market interest rates and the loan is guaranteed by the Hungarian and Serbian state, so they will gain profit under any circumstances; some Chinese railway-building companies will have work and income; Chinese goods can reach their target market faster (if the section between Greece and Belgrade is modernised as well, for which there are plans); and Chinese companies will have a reference within the EU for future projects. On the other hand, the reasons why Hungary undertakes this project are much less known, especially if only material profit is considered.
it does not touch any major Hungarian towns, while cargo traffic and flow of people between Hungary and Serbia are both minimal. The profitability of the line is widely questioned, especially since it will certainly increase Hungary’s state debt, contradicting Mr. Orbán’s anti-debt rhetoric. The Athens–Skopje–Belgrade–Budapest line is also in collision with the EU’s planning of the Trans-European Transport Networks, as the latter prefers a parallel route. Viktor Orbán, who is the proponent of the project, personally said that monetary factors were of secondary importance in this decision, as the point that makes the project worthwhile is that it will upgrade the international status of the country. This means that, at least in the short run, the Belgrade–Budapest railway is more of a political project than an economic one. Not only will the line put Hungary on Chinese maps, which is an important aim of the Hungarian government, but it will also make Hungary an important land link between the Balkans (as well as Turkey and the Middle East) and Western Europe. The fact that politically well-connected Hungarian companies will take part in the multimillion-dollar project cannot be overlooked either. It is also expected, though not guaranteed, that the project will draw Chinese investors to Hungary. If parts are imported from China and assembled in Hungary along the railway line, the final products can have the ‘Made in EU’ label and be transferred to any EU country tax-free.

If the project ever starts, it may be a game-changer in Sino-Hungarian relations, as it will make Hungary indebted to China, bring thousands of Chinese workers to the country, have a serious impact on relations between Budapest and Brussels, and create Chinese interests in the country that will need to be defended in case of a conflict or turmoil.

While the Belgrade–Budapest railway line is the only BRI project Hungary is involved in at present, a new possibility was hinted at during the 2019 China–CEE summit in Dubrovnik. Viktor Orbán mentioned that a railway line between Romania’s capital Bucharest and Hungary’s Budapest might be built, and the line will go through Cluj-Napoca (Kolozsvár) in Transylvania, the western part of Romania. Details are not known, but it is certain that China will be involved. This project will be much more important for Hungary because of the close ties between ethnic Hungarians living in Romania and Hungary, as well as the more intense relations between Hungary and Romania as two members of the EU.

**The overall weight of China’s presence in Hungary**

Despite fears and criticisms about China gaining too much influence in Hungary, the Chinese economic presence in the country is, in fact, still rather limited. A detailed
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economic-oriented analysis will not be provided here, but some of the facts need to be mentioned.

The economies of most of the old EU’s members, such as Germany or France, are much more tightly interconnected with China than that of any of the CEE countries, and the whole CEE region is much less dependent on China than it is on the rest of the European Union.\(^{28}\) This is true for Hungary as well, in spite of the fact that Hungary would welcome much more Chinese investment, more BRI projects, and more Chinese involvement in the Hungarian economy.

Investment

In the whole CEE region, Hungary has received the second largest stock of Chinese investment so far (surpassed only by Poland), but it must be noted that China’s ventures in the whole CEE region are marginal. Among all of China’s regional cooperation frameworks (such as the ASEAN-China Dialogue, FOCAC, etc.), the per capita Chinese FDI is the smallest in Central and Eastern Europe.\(^{29}\) By 2018, only 6% of all Chinese-accumulated FDI in the world had been invested in Europe, and only 2% out of these 6% had been invested in the CEE region. Germany alone had received six times more FDI than all Central and Eastern European states taken together (see Figure 1).\(^{30}\) In the case of Hungary, more than 75% of foreign investments in the country had come from the EU’s countries, while only 2.4% had come from China as of 2017,\(^{31}\) and no new large-scale Chinese investment has been realised since then. While this is not insignificant – and it is the highest rate in the CEE region – it is clearly not enough to counterweight Hungary’s dependency on its traditional partners in the West. The vast majority of Chinese investments is taken up by two projects, namely the Chinese chemical industry giant Wanhua buying up BorsodChem (totalling up to 75% of all Chinese investments in the country)\(^{32}\) and Huawei setting up its regional logistical centre there. Both deals had been decided upon and negotiated before Mr. Orbán came to power and before Hungary’s political pivot towards China was implemented. Since the introduction of Orbán’s ‘Eastern Opening’ policy and the setting up of the ‘16+1 mechanism’ by China, only a handful of less substantial Chinese investments have been made in Hungary. Moreover, most of these were not greenfield investments creating new jobs, but simple acquisitions

\(^{28}\) Turcsányi, “China is raising its flag in Central and Eastern Europe.”


of already existing companies. It must also be noted that while Hungary, especially at the beginning of the 2010s, hoped to sell state bonds to China in order to replace IMF loans tied to some of the conditions, China made only a symbolic investment in Hungarian bonds, one on an insignificant level. The Belgrade–Budapest railway will be financed by Hungarian taxpayers in the end, so this is not a real Chinese investment either.

![Figure 1. Chinese FDI in selected EU countries and the CEE region in 2018](source)


**Trade**

The Hungarian government explains the ‘Eastern Opening’ policy as a strategy to facilitate the growth of Hungarian exports to the East, especially China, but in reality, Hungarian exports to China do not play an important role in the Hungarian economy. While the majority (around 80%) of Hungary’s exports still ends up in the EU’s member states (mainly Germany), exports targeting China have never surpassed 3%. On the other hand, somewhat less than 75% of Hungary’s imports come from the EU, and only around 6% come from China as of 2019. Hungarian exports have been growing, showing an annual increase by 7% between 2010 and 2016, and suddenly

---


leaping by 17% in 2017. However, the increase of Hungarian exports was half of the CEE average during this period; the volume fell by 14% in 2018 and then by 24% in 2019, pointing to a spectacular failure of the ‘Eastern Opening’ policy. In 2019, 6% of Hungarian imports came from China and only 1.35% of its exports targeted the Middle Kingdom (see Table 2). Moreover, the overwhelming majority of this amount is produced by multinational companies – mostly German car and machine manufacturers operating in Hungary – and their growth does not have much to do with Sino-Hungarian political relations, Hungary’s ‘Eastern Opening’ policy, or the BRI. Of course, Hungary’s role in China’s imports is even more insignificant, and given that Hungary has none of the natural resources or technologies that China seriously needs, this probably will not change in the future. While political gestures indicate that China is an exceptionally important trading partner of Hungary, this is actually not the case; Hungary’s export dependency on China is less than that of Germany, the UK, or France.

![Figure 2. Hungarian exports to selected regions and countries in 2018](source)


Info-communication technology

Recent global developments make the question of information-communication equipment extremely important. Chinese hardware manufacturers dominate the Hungarian market in ICT. Practically all the mobile and Internet service providers in Hungary use Chinese network equipment. Telenor Hungary uses the ZTE hardware almost exclusively, and ZTE provides much of Magyar Telekom’s equipment as well; meanwhile, Vodafone uses Huawei technology. One of the largest cable network providers in the country, Invitel, was acquired by the China–CEE Fund, an investment fund dominated by China’s Eximbank. This puts the country in a very awkward position in the intensifying Sino-American controversy over ICT issues. So far, the Hungarian government has shown no sign of yielding to any pressure in this regard; on the contrary, in the middle of the Huawei controversy it proudly announced that the Chinese company was to open an R&D facility in Budapest.

Conclusions

The leaders of Hungary take China’s growing role and its Belt and Road Initiative very seriously and consider it an excellent opportunity to strengthen the country’s status in the CEE region. Hungary’s ‘Eastern Opening’ policy and China’s ‘Belt and Road Initiative’, if they ever materialise in concrete projects, may complement each other very well, and their synergies could be useful for both sides. One significant BRI project, namely the modernisation of the Belgrade–Budapest railway, will start soon and it will be the first real infrastructure construction within the BRI project inside the EU, which makes it a historic undertaking. The project shows Hungary’s commitment to China’s Belt and Road vision and its indifference towards critiques. This commitment can be explained by Hungary’s strategic calculations about the new global order and the country’s place in it, though short-term tactical elements related to domestic and European political games play a part as well. On the other hand, actual data shows that China plays a very limited role in the Hungarian economy. Moreover, its cultural presence, its role in domestic debates, its media coverage, as well as people-to-people relations between the two countries are all extremely limited. In the economic field, Hungary’s reliance on Western investments and markets seems to be unshakeable. Therefore, the BRI will not play a central role in the Hungarian

economy in the foreseeable future, but it might provide it with an opportunity to become somewhat more balanced. Viktor Orbán’s government does make friendly gestures towards China quite frequently and tries to make China more involved in Hungarian affairs, but this reflects the ambitions, calculations, and domestic and regional political games of the Hungarian side rather than China’s efforts to increase its influence in Hungary.

China can count on Hungary’s commitment to promote the BRI in the long run, as – while individual projects can be contested – there is a consensus in the country that Chinese relations should further be developed. According to the official rhetoric, it is in the strategic interest of both countries to maintain a high level of cooperation in the long run, so more joint projects can be expected. The economic influence of China, however, will remain limited. Therefore, Hungary’s commitment can mostly be explained by political reasons, i.e. the desire of its leaders to gain more room for manoeuvre on the international scene, which is a typical tactic of small countries in the midst of great powers’ rivalry. With intensifying US–China conflicts, this can be a risky undertaking, as the gains of one of the sides may not compensate for losses of the other. Hungary’s present government has clearly decided to take this risk, and only time will tell if this decision was right.